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Foreword
This dissertation has been written in the style adopted by the
American Psychological Association for submission to scholarly
journals.

Pages 1 to 54 present the body of the manuscript as it

will be submitted to a journal.

The appendices on the remaining

pages contain a discussion of how the encoding specificity principle
and the principle of transfer-appropriate processing interact with
the contextual interference effect,
subjects in the two experiments,

the instructions given to

the tables of ANOVA results,

cell means and standard deviations for the two experiments.

and the
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Abstract
The experiments reported here vere designed to test a
hypothesis regarding vhy the contextual interference (CI> effect in
retention of motor skills occurs.

It was hypothesized that the

high-CI or random group performs better on a retention test than the
low-Cl or blocked group because the random schedule has included
practice in retrieving motor tasks from long-term memory (LTH).

This

is the same infarmation-procesBing activity required for successful
retention test performance.
task to the same extent,

In essence,

both groups leorn the motor

but the random group also learns to recall

the task from LTM on demand.

In the first experiment,

groups were

given either a high number of opportunities during practice to
retrieve tasks from LTH <random schedule),
<modified-blocked schedule),
On a retention test,

an intermediate number

or no opportunities (blocked schedule).

the groups given opportunities to retrieve

tasks from LTH during practice performed significantly better than
the group given no opportunities.

In the second experiment,

and random schedules were again tested,

blocked

but the task was changed so

that both schedules offered no opportunity for retrieval of tasks
from LTH.

Ho differences in retention between groups were expected

in this case,

and none were found.

These experiments provided

support for the idea that Cl in motor learning benefits retention
only when the practice schedule forces subjects to retrieve
tasks from LTH during practice trials.

How Forgetting Facilitates Remembering:

An Analysis of the

Contextual Interference Effect in Motor Learning
The term "contextual interference",
verbal learning literature (Battig,

which originated in the

1979),

refers t o functional or

beneficial interference from various sources.

The contextual

interference <CI) effect in motor learning occurs when conditions of
practice that include high levels of Cl depress performance during
acquisition trials but subsequently benefit performance during
retention or transfer trials.

An example of a high-CI condition in

learning three related motor taBks would be one where order of
practice of the tasks is randomized on a trial-to-trial hasis,
producing high levels of interference among tasks <a "random"
practice schedule).

A low-CI condition is achieved,

f o r .instance,

when all trials of one task are completed before practice on the next
task begins,

minimizing trial-to-trial interference (a "blocked”

practice schedule).

Shea and Morgan (1979),

and Lee and Magill

(1983) demonstrated that t h e high-Cl or random practice schedule
facilitates both retention and transfer to novel related tasks,
compared to the blocked schedule.
Shea and Zimny (1983) offered an explanation of the mechanism
underlying the Cl effect,
Winograd
and Reder

based on the work of Fisher (1981) and

(1981) on distinctive processing and the work of Anderson
(1979) an elaborative processing.

the random or high-Cl group,

They hypothesized that in

the concurrent presence of multiple

tasks in working memory induced multiple and variable processing of
the memory representations for each task.

Subjects in the random

group were subsequently better at retrieving these memory
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representations from long-term memory than were subjects in the
blocked group who had not experienced Multiple and variable
processing.

This explanation was admittedly designed by Shea and

Zimny to apply to memory related phenomena across task domains,

and

consequently lacks the detail necessary to consistently predict the
outcome of experiments in the motor domain.
Lee and Magill (1965) developed an alternative explanation for
the Cl effect,

based on the work of Jacoby and his colleagues (Cuddy

& Jacoby,

1982; Jacoby,

1976; Jacoby £ Dallas,

1981) on repetition

effects.

Referring to the random practice schedule,

Lee and Magill

(1965) proposed that because subjects face a different movement
problem on each trial,

they will have forgotten, the solution to a

given problem upon its next presentation.

They consequently have to

re-solve the movement problem at hand by reconstructing an
appropriate action plan.

Forgetting the action plan for movement and

having to reconstruct the plan on successive trials thus accounts for
both the inferior performance of the random group during acquisition
trials and their superior performance in solving the movement problem
presented by retention and/or transfer trials.

The L ee and Magill

(1985) explanation is more rooted in the motor domain,

but also lacks

detail in reference to memory processes and the
information-processing activities involved in action plan
construction.
Magill,

Meeuwsen,

Lee,

and Mathews (1987) have extended this

*action plan reconstruction” hypothesis,

based on a suggestion by

Kolers and Roediger (1984) that we regard cognitive processes as
skills or procedures that transfer differentially to new tasks.

Contextual Interference 3

Kolera and Roediger

(1984> suggest that a skill or procedure learned

in one situation vill transfer to a different situation to the extent
that the underlying analytical procedures required by the two tasks
are similar.

Magill et al. thus concluded that the random group

performs better on the transfer test because they undergo more
frequent action plan reconstruction during practice,

and action plan

construction is the primary information-processing activity required
for success on a novel task transfer test.
and

Gabriele,

Hall,

However,

Magill et al.

& Buckolz <1987) have pointed out that further

research still needs to be conducted that specifies the cognitive
processes involved in action plan construction and reconstruction,
along with the nature of the information forgotten on a given trial.
In fact, Holers and Roediger

(1984) also suggest that an

understanding of learning processes requires specifying the
characteristics of tasks and the relations among their underlying
procedures.
The research presented here is therefore in the tradition of the
Holers and Roediger
procedures,

(1984) and Magill et al. work on transfer of

yet offers a different description of the procedures

underlying the Cl effect in retention of motor skills.

In brief,

it

is hypothesized that the high-CI or random group performs better on a
retention test than the low-Cl or blocked group because random group
subjects have "practiced the test* as part of their acquisition
activities.

That is, the random schedule has included practice in

retrieving the goal movements from long-term memory,

which is the

same information-processing activity required for the retention test.
This hypothesis follows the principle of transfer-appropriate
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processing (Bransford,

Franks,

Morris & Stein,

1979),

which states

that t h e goodness of acquisition activities for learning can only be
judged in relation to the test used to assess learning and the
knowledge and skills the learner brings to the situation.
addition,

In

there is evidence froa verbal learning research that

learning can occur on test trials (Whitten & Bjork,

1977),

and that

the act of retrieving a word fron long-tera aeaory facilitates later
atteapts to retrieve that word froa aeaory

(Bjork & Whitten,

1974).

Bjork and Whitten (1974) also found evidence of test specificity
effects--a prior recall test benefitted a final recall test aore than
other activities such as a prior recognition test.
This hypothesis will first be developed by specifying the
inforaation-processing activities or procedures underlying both
acquisition and retention test trials,

and then tested by conducting

two experiaents that demonstrate the plausibility of the hypothesis.
In one sense, the first part of this procedural approach to
explaining why the Cl effect in retention occurs is similar to a task
analysis (see Msgill,

19B5,

p. 259,

description of task analysis).

or Schmidt,

19BB, p. 327 for a

The difference is that the goal is to

specify the cognitive activities rather than the motor abilities
underlying performance.

Because specifying the cognitive processes

underlying acquisition and test behavior can be quite a lengthy
process,

this study is limited to the Cl effect in retention of motor

skills (rather than novel task transfer).
The first step in specifying the information-processing
activities underlying acquisition trials is to describe "what is
learned" in learning a novel motor skill.

Possibilities include the
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pattern of movement (a cognitive aap of where to move) and the actor
control sequences governing liab aoveaent (the noncognitive
diaensions of force, timing,
1964,

auBcle selection,

e t c . ) (see Adams,

pp. 21 & 22, for a discussion of "what is learned* in aotor

learning).

What fora these aotor control sequences aight take,

and

how this fora changes with practice has been widely discussed for
aany years,

firuner (1973),

for exaaple,

contends thet acquiring new

skills is a Batter of constructing new wholes out of existing parts;
the parts ere subroutines froa which aore elaborate routines are
constructed.
grasping,

The *parts* ere siaple aoveaents such as reaching and

soae of which are innate and soae learned.

idea is that as practice progresses,
froa closed-loop,

Another related

the aode of aotor control shifts

which is relatively slow and attention-deaanding,

to open-loop or aotor program control,

characterized by faster

movement times and lower attention demands once the aoveaent is
initiated (Pew,

1974; Schmidt,

1975).

Shapiro and Schmidt (1962)

have suggested that most adults have well-developed motor programs
for the siaple,

unidirectional arm movements often used in motor

learning experiments.

More recently,

Sherwood and Canabal (1986)

found evidence that existing aotor programs governing simple
movements can be linked together to fora a single,

longer motor

program that is controlled and executed as a unit (these were
4 -component movements lasting as long as 1.69 s).
These ideas about motor program development and control have
been incorporated into the present hypothesis,

to describe the

information-processing activities underlying acquisition trials.
is proposed that during acquisition trials, subjects retrieve

It
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component aotor prograws governing each segment of the goal aoveaent
sequences froa long-tera aeaory (each goal aoveaent ia a series of
reaching aoveaents aade with one ara).
prograas are held in working aeaory

These coaponent aotor

(WM>, which acts as a storage

buffer and work space (Atkinson & Shiffrin,
1974),

1968; Baddeley & Hitch,

and are asseabled as needed into the goal aoveaent sequences.

Sternberg,

Honsell,

Knoll,

and Wright

that such a buffer systea exists,

(1978) have provided evidence

and thBt it is used for aalntenance

of coaaand Information for upconing aoveaents.

Even earlier,

(1951) proposed such a distinction in reference to language,
thBt prior to overt enunciation of a sentence,
units is partially activited or readied.

LBshley
saying

an aggregate of word

A separate aechanisa then

organizes the words or actions to evolve in t h e correct sequence.
(Spoonerisms in language and transposition errors in typing are thus
examples of this type of control gone awry; i.e.,

these errors

represent a group of co-existing actions that is aisordered in
sequence. )

Through repeated practice of the same aoveaent in a

aulti-trial learning situation,

the sequence of coaponent aotor

prograas comes to be governed by a single motor program that has a
fixed organization.

(In verbal learning,

a task that would produce

such fixed organization would be learning to pronounce the sane
sentence as fast as p o s s i b l e . )
This fixed organization is conceptually akin to the invariant
features of a generalized aotor program (Schmidt,
to schema theory (Schmidt,

1975),

1975).

According

a generalized aotor program has

invariant features (such as sequencing and relative timing) that do
not change from performance to performance,

as well as parameters
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(such as overall movement duration and muscle selection) that can
change,

and a schesa that selects th e s e parameters.

After each

performance of the generalized motor program, t h e schema is updated,
hased on sensory feedback and KR, so that parameter selection and
error detection capabilities are continually refined,
improves.

and performance

Thus although schema theory does not address the issue of

hov motor programs are selected or developed,
previously cited research on this issue.

it does not contradict

Therefore,

it is useful to

think of the single motor program that develops for each goal
movement sequence as a generalized motor program in accordance with
schema theory.

Because schema theory is not linked with research on

aeaory processes,

however,

an additional assumption must be made.

This assumption is that once a motor program has been organized in WH
or has been retrieved from LTH into WH, the process of choosing
parameters for the motor program takes place in WH; updating the
schema takes place in WH as veil.
The key concept in explaining the effect of Cl on motor program
development is that only one goal movement sequence at a time can be
organized and held in WH,

ready for execution.

This idea is based on

the finding that correcting an error in motor program execution

(that

is, changing t h e parameters of the program) can require only 30 to 50
msec,

and is almost 'automatic* with respect to cognitive

information-processing activities.

Correcting an error in motor

program selection has a much longer latency, on the order of 120-200
msec,

because selecting and initiating a new motor program requires

attention and interferes with other cognitive processes going on at
the same time (Schmidt,

1988,

p. 235).

The Shea and Zinny (1983)
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explanation of why the Cl effect occurs posits that Memory
representations for all tasks reside concurrently in WH.

However,

considering that the memory representation for movement includes the
motor control statements governing movement as well as the pattern of
movement,

it is not possible for all three tasks to be fully

represented in WH concurrently,
limitations discussed above.

because of the WH capacity

The Shea and Zimny hypothesis thus does

not take into account the uniquely "motor* aspects of motor learning,
and how Cl affects these processes.
The type of test given to assess learning has confused this
issue,

because different tests access different aspects of the memory

representation and make it appear that memory for movement patterns
can be separated from memory for motor control statements used to
execute the patterns.

For example,

Shea and Horgan

(1979) displayed

the goal movement patterns to subjects throughout both acquisition
and retention trials,

so that recalling the movement pattern was not

an issue on the retention test.

What was tested was subjects'

ability to recall the motor control sequences governing limb speed,
and random group subjects performed better than those in the blocked
group.

In Lee and Hagill

(1983,

Experiment 2), the goal movement

patterns were not displayed during retention trials,

and a written

test was used to assess subjects' memory for the movement patterns.
Although there was no difference between blocked and random groups on
the written test of pattern recall,

the random group was able to

perform the patterns significantly faster than the blocked group.
These two studies suggest that Cl in the random practice schedule
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affects subjects' ability to recall the aotor control statements used
during practice trials,

but does not affect pattern recall.

On the other hand, Morgan <1981) used percent correct recall of
the aoveaent patterns as the measure of retention.

The random group

shoved significantly better aeaory for the aoveaent patterns than the
blocked group.

However,

Morgan displayed only one aoveaent pattern

at a t i m e during acquisition to subjects in the blocked group, vhile
subjects in the randoa group had all patterns displayed throughout
acquisition trials.

Therefore the viewing tine for each pattern in

the blocked group was greatly reduced,
the random group.

compared to viewing tiae for

This alone could have accounted for the

differences in pattern recall.

Gabriele,

H b II, and Bucholz (1987)

used a combined measure of retention that awarded subjects 1 point
for recall of the correct pattern and another point for correct
movement time perforemance.

On this derived measure,

subjects in the

random group performed significantly better than those in the blocked
group.

Evidence t o date thus indicates that Cl during acquisition

affects recall of the aotor control statements governing performance,
and aay affect recall of movement patterns as well.

Nevertheless,

since the motor programs for the goal tasks cannot all reside in WM
Bt the same time,

some other explanation for the Cl effect besides

the concurrent presence of tasks in WM is needed.
One other troublesome aspect of the Shea and Zimny
Lee and Magill

(1983) and

<1985) hypotheses is that although "contextual

interference” is said to be produced by the random practice schedule,
neither hypothesis uses the concept of interference to explain why
the Cl effect occurs.

On the contrary,

according to Shea and Zimny
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<1963) the concurrent presence of tasks in WM in the random group
provides a direct benefit,

in that it encourages Multiple and

variable processing of the tasks, vhich results in improved retention
test performance.

Lee and Magill <1965) noted that the Shea and

Zimny explanation does not explain vhy performance in the random
group lags behind that of the blocked group during acquisition
trials, vhile the Lee and Magill explanation does.

However,

Lee and

Magill simply say that subjects in the random group forget the
previous action plan,

without stating what might cause the

forgetting.
Lee <1962) first suggested that the outcome of CZ experiments
might depend on the degree of similarity and,
of interference among tasks.

therefore,

the degree

Poto <1967) conducted an experiment to

determine whether interference among tasks might be affecting blocked
and random groups differently.

Results showed that random practice

subjects performed equally well on all three tasks during retention,
vhile blocked practice subjects performed significantly worse during
retention on the task practiced second,
practice order was counterbalanced).

regardless of task <task

These results provided Borne

evidence that interference among tasks, rather than a generalized
weakness in the memory traces,

was a factor in the poor retention

test performance of blocked practice subjects.

This led to the

conclusion that the potential for interference among tasks must exist
before any benefits can be expected from manipulation of Cl in the
practice schedule.
interfering,

That is, unless the tasks are potentially

changing the context from trial to trial

<contextual

variation) does not produce contextual interference or any other type
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of interference.
research,

This conclusion has been borne out by subsequent

as follows.

For example,
Lee and Magill

the novel tasks used by Shea and Morgan <1979) and

(1963),

in which good evidence for the Cl effect was

found, required different motor programs for execution but were all
performed on the same apparatus.

In these experiments the movement

patterns were similar enough to interfere with each other,
effect was evident.

and the Cl

Meeuwsen (1987) conducted a series of

experiments in which the acquisition schedules were based on the
spacing of repetitions effect,

but results were used to try to

explain the Cl effect in retention and transfer of motor skills.
Experiment 3 included a blocked group,

a random group,

and a

single-task or constant group which performed only the goal task
during acquisition.

The 3 tasks were 3 different patterns of

movement on the same apparatus,
with each other.

and could be expected to interfere

The retention test measured performance only on the

task practiced by the single-task group.

The random and constant

groups performed the same on the retention test,

end both performed

better than the blocked group.
These results first of all provide evidence that lack of
contextual variety during acquisition (as in the single-task group)
does not produce an impoverished memory trace.

Subjects in the

single-task group performed as well during retention as they had at
the end of acquisition,

because no interference was inherent in the

learning situation to cause forgetting.

The fact that the blocked

group was unable to perform as well as the single-task group
indicates that interference among tasks was a factor in their poor
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performance.

The fact that the randoa group performed as veil as the

single-task group during retention,

yet had to retrieve the correct

motor program from among 2 similar programs learned during
acquisition,

testifies to the effectiveness of the random schedule in

overcoming the interference inherent in this learning situation.
In addition,

there has always been some question when discussing

interference in multi-task situations as to whether interference
arises during storage of memory traces or whether it arises during
retrieval,

due to recall of a previous item affecting memory for

subsequent items.
Heeuvsen

The single-task retention test presented in the

(1967) study provides an answer to this question.

only one task was recalled,
more poorly than the random,
learning,

Since

and the blocked group recalled this task
the interference v b b created during

not by the order of recall.

Magill,

MeeuvBen,

Lee,

and Mathews (1967) also conducted a

series of experiments based on the spacing of repetitions effect
which give some insight into the interference issue.
Experiment 1 included a single-taBk group,
performed two related tasks alternately,

Their

a serial group which

a serial group which

performed three related tasks in a fixed sequence,

and another serial

group which performed two unrelated tasks alternately.

No

differences among groups were found on a single-task retention test
after a 10-minute filled Interval.

TheBe results can be explained by

examining the amount of interference in the practice schedule.

The

single-task group only learned one motor program; therefore no
interference was present in the learning situation.

The tasks used

for the 2-related and 3-related task serial groups could be performed
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using the sane motor program,
variations.

with different parameters for the task

Therefore no interference among motor programs vas

present In these schedules either.
group,

In the 2-unrelated task serial

the 2 tasks are performed on different apparatus and are so

dissimilar that even though different motor programs are required by
the practice schedule,
fact,

interference among tasks is not likely.

(In

Magill et al.'s analysis of acquisition trials shoved that this

vas the case.

This group performed the same as the single-task group

during acquisition trials; no deficit in performance that might be
attributed to interference vas observed.)

These results indicate

that the Cl effect is produced only in multi-task learning situations
vhere the tasks potentially interfere vith one another.
in concert vith Meeuvsen's findings,

Considered

they further suggest that the

benefit of the random schedule is in overcoming this interference
Bmong tasks inherent in the learning situation.
The foregoing discussion has pointed out hov the Shea and Zimny
explanation for the Cl effect cannot accommodate memory for the motor
control statements governing movement execution,

and hov both the Lee

and Magill and Shea and Zimny explanations overlook the crucial role
of interference among tasks in producing the Cl effect.

The

following description of t he information-processing activities
underlying the Cl effect is therefore designed to overcome these two
deficiencies,

v h i l e retaining many other features of th e Shea and

Zimny explanation.
On the first trial of each goal movement,

subjects in both

blocked and random groups must retrieve component motor programs for
the goal movement sequences from LTH,

and use WH to organize these
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prograas into the correct sequence.
activities in the 2 groups differ.

Qn subsequent trials, though,
In the blocked group,

subjects

continue to practice the saae sequence and a aotor prograa to control
the goal sequence develops quickly.

This aotor prograa resides in WH

as the scheaa develops and perforaance iaproves quickly.

When

practice on the first task ends, the aotor prograa for this task is
copied to LTH,
sequence.

to clear space for organization of the next aoveaent

Likewise,

the aotor prograa for t he second task is copied

to LTH to aake space for organizing the third aoveaent sequence,

and

the aotor prograa for the third task is copied to LTH when the filled
retention interval begins.

As a result of practice trials, the aotor

prograas for all three tasks are thus stored in LTH by the blocked
group, but this group haB had no opportunity to practice retrieving
these programs froa LTH.
Previous research in verbal learning (Jacoby & Hertz,

1972) has

shown that the extended presence of items in short-term or working
aeaory does not in itself result in better long-term memory,

and that

transfer to long-term memory depends on further processing of items
in working memory,
subject.

a process which is under the control of the

This is not to say that highly motivated blocked group

subjects who want to perform well on the retention test could not
employ mnemonic strategies to improve performance; they could,

but

most blocked group subjects are not aware they will need such
strategies.

The blocked group does not find out until the retention

test that the arbitrary names assigned to the tasks by the
experimenter are not effective retrieval cues for recalling the tasks
from LTH.
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Turning to a discussion of random group activities after the
first trial, subjects have to perform a different aoveaent sequence
on the next trial.

Since only one aoveaent sequence at a tiae can be

organized for execution,

the developing aotor prograa for the

just-perforaed goal sequence aust be transferred to LTH for later
retrieval,

to free up WH capacity for organizing the next goal

aoveaent froa the pool of coaponent aotor progress residing in WH.
On subsequent trials of the saae task,

subjects attempt to retrieve

the developing aotor prograa froa LTH,

but retrieval failure results

due to both interference aaong aeaory traces (the tasks are easily
confused vith one another and are organized froa the saae pool of
coaponent aotor programs) and the aabiguous retrieval cue.

The

retrieval cue is initially an arbitrary name such as "pattern A"
assigned by the experimenter.

Tulvlng (1979),

among others,

haB

noted that forgetting is a joint function of the properties of the
aeaory trace and characteristics of the functional retrieval cue.
Raaljankers and Shiffrin (1981) proposed a similar idea in modeling
the process of memory search.

Their idea is that the probability of

recovery of an item is a function of the strength of association
betveen the itea and the cue.

Since the association between the

retrieval cue end the recently learned movement is tenuous,

the

probability of recovery of the appropriate information is very lov.
Subjects thus must start over again and produce the goal movement by
organizing the component motor programs in WH into the correct
sequence.
Thus little progress is made initially in developing and
refining generalized motor programs for each of the goal sequences,
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as evidenced by the randan g r o u p 'b poorer perforaance compared to the
blocked group.

As practice progresses,

however,

subjects can end

generally do t a k e steps to reduce the anblguity of the retrieval cue,
perhaps by associating the goal movement with another novenent having
more intrinsic meaning,

or through use of some other mnemonic device.

The point during acquisition trials at which the randon group begins
to perform at a level similar to that of the blocked group occurs
when subjects have developed reliable cues for retrieving motor
programs for the goal sequences from LTH <for typical acquisition
curves,

see Lee & Hagill,

1963; Shea & Morgan,

1979; this paper,

Experiment 1, movement time).
When this happens,
as those in the blocked,

subjects in the random group behave the sane
using the motor schema in WH to select

parameters for the upcoming trial and using sensory feedback and KR
after the trial to update the schema.

The difference is that the

blocked group keeps the same motor program in WH during this process,
while the random group has to recall a different motor program and
associated schema from LTH into WH on each trial,
select parameters and update the schema.

before using WH to

After each trial,

the

program and schema are transferred back to LTH and a different
program recalled from LTH for the next trial.

The random schedule

thus provides repeated opportunities for subjects to retrieve motor
programs for the goal movements from LTH.
blocked and random schedules,

Note that under both

only one motor program at a time

resides in WH.
For both random and blocked groups,

the retention interval

following acquisition trials is filled with cognitive activity that
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prevents rehearsal,
of WH.

producing decay and eventual loss of the contents

On subsequent retention trials,

subjects will be successful

to the extent that they are able to recall the motor progress
developed during practice.

Typically,

subjects in the blocked group

cannot retrieve these programs because of the same problems the
random group encountered early in practice--interference among memory
traces,

and the weak association between the memory trace and the

ambiguous retrieval cue.

Although they have developed effective

motor programs for the goal movements,

they cannot retrieve these

programs from LTH and therefore perform as poorly during retention as
they did early in practice.

Subjects in the random group generally

are successful in retrieving the motor programs from LTH, because
this is an activity they were forced to practice during acquisition
trials.

These subjects thus perform as veil during retention trials

as they did late in acquisition.
This hypothesis that the match between information-processing
activities underlying acquisition and retention trials is the locus
of the Cl effect was tested in the following ways.

Assuming that the

information-processing activity responsible for good retention test
performance is recall of motor programs from LTH,

then any practice

schedule that requires subjects to retrieve motor programs from LTH
during practice should be effective.

The blocked and random practice

schedules used in many Cl studies represent no retrieval
opportunities and frequent retrieval opportunities,

respectively.

■serial" practice schedule tested by Lee and Haglll

(1963, exps.

A
2 &

3) actually provides the greatest number of retrieval opportunities.
This schedule includes a strict alternation of tasks such as
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A-B-C-A-B-C,

vh l l e the random schedule sometimes Includes two

consecutive trials on the sane task (e.g.,
number of retrieval opportunities.

B-A-C-C-A-B), reducing the

Lee and Hagill's finding that

both random and serial groups performed better than the blocked group
shows that increasing the number of retrieval opportunities beyond
that offered by the random schedule also produces retention test
benefits.
Experiment 1 tested a schedule that reduces the number of
retrieval opportunities below that of the random group but still'
represents a greater frequency than that in the blocked group.

It is

not known exactly how many opportunities for retrieval are required
for subjects to learn to reliably retrieve motor programs from LTH.
However,

if this schedule requires retrieval from LTH yet allows

performance to equal that of the blocked group by the end of
acquisition trials,

this can be taken as evidence that successful

retrieval of motor programs from LTH has occurred,
benefits should follow.

and retention test

Therefore the new group with an intermediate

frequency of retrieval opportunities should perform better on the
retention test than the blocked group and at the same level as the
random group.
Experiment 2 tested the same idea in a different manner,

by

removing from t h e random practice schedule the necessity to retrieve
motor programs from LTH .

This was accomplished by choosing 3

experimental ta s k s that could be performed using the same motor
program,

with different parameters required for each task variation.

The present hypothesis contends that selecting parameters for a motor
program residing in WH can be accomplished within WH capacity,
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without Bny need to store program statements In LTH or retrieve then
froa LTH.

Therefore the randoa practice schedule in this instance

provides no opportunities to retrieve motor programs froa LTH during
acquisition trials,

and should produce no retention test benefits on

a test requiring recall froa LTH.
Experiment 2 also allows a finer distinction to be made between
the benefits expected froa encountering Cl during practice and the
benefits expected from having to repeatedly access LTH during
practice.

That is, having subjects practice different target

parameters for the same motor program on a random schedule may create
more interference among parameters than practicing the parameters on
a blocked schedule.

However,

the present hypothesis predicts no

retention benefits from encountering this sort of contextual
interference,

because the same motor program resides in WH throughout

practice trials,

providing no opportunity to retrieve the motor

program from LTH during practice.

Taken together,

Experiments 1 and

2 isolate and test the factor hypothesized to be responsible for the
Cl effect in retention of motor skills.

This factor is practice in

retrieving motor programs from LTH during acquisition trials.
Experiment One
In this experiment,

a modified-blocked group,

intermediate frequency of retrieval opportunities,

having an
is included along

with the more widely tested blocked and random groups.
frequency continuum,

On a

the random practice schedule (as veil as the

serial practice schedule tested by Lee & Hagill,

19B3) falls on the

high end of the scale (frequent opportunities) and the blocked
schedule the low end (no opportunities).

By the end of acquisition
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trials,

the modified-blocked group should achieve a level of

performance similar to that of the random and blocked groups,
indicating that subjects in this group have been successful in
retrieving motor programs from LTH.

If an intermediate frequency of

retrieval activity is sufficient to ensure successful retrieval from
LTH by the end of acquisition,

then this practice schedule should

produce retention benefits similar to those obtained vith the random
practice schedule.
Method
Subjects
Tventy-seven right-handed female subjects from undergraduate
psychology and physical education classes volunteered to participate
in the study in exchange for course credit.
assigned to either a blocked,

Subjects were randomly

a modified-blocked,

or a random group,

with n=9 in each group.
Apparatus
Subjects were asked to learn three different patterns of
hand/arm movement on a barrier-knockdown apparatus.

T he equipment

consisted of a starting position microswitch covered by a rectangular
masonite board <7.5 x 10 cm),

six hinged wooden barriers <8 x 12 cm),

and a response completion microswitch covered by the same size
masonite board as the start microswitch.

Response latency and

movement time were measured using Lafayette millisecond timers (Hodel
#54035).

Illustrations for the three movement patterns to be

performed were drawn in different colors on 13 x 18 c m cards and hung
on metal hooks attached to the rear panel of the apparatus.
of the sane color,

Lights

located 8 cm directly above each pattern card,
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were used t o Indicate t o subjects which pattern should be performed.
Four warning lamps located 10 cm above the middle colored lamp
prepared subjects for the next trial.

Onset of the warning light and

indicator lights was controlled by a Lafayette Four-Bank Timer (model
52010),

while the experimenter manually directed power to the

appropriate colored lamp with a non-commerical selector switch.

The

illustrations depicted the fallowing barrier knockdown sequences:
RED - right front,
middle,

left middle,

left rear; GREEH - left front,

left middle; BLUE - left middle,

right middle,

right

right rear.

Procedure
The experimental session consisted of 54 acquisition trials (18
trials on each task),
test,

a 4-minute filled interval,

and 9 retention trials.

a written recall

The subject's goal was to knock down

the barriers in the order specified on the pattern cards as fast as
possible.

Subjects read instructions regarding the nature of the

task and the retention test,

watched the experimenter demonstrate the

task using a practice pattern,

and then practiced that pattern until

procedural errors were eliminated and movement time was below 1000
msec.

Any prospective subjects who did not meet these criteria in 5

trials were eliminated from the study,

because previous research had

indicated that subjects unable to meet this criterion were also
unable (or unwilling) t o achieve t he rapid striking movements
required for task success.

The practice pattern was then removed

from the display and the red, green,

and blue patterns hung in place.

Subjects were given 1 minute to familiarize themselves with the
patterns before acquisition trials began; they were not allowed to
knock down any barriers during that time.
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AcoulBltlon.

In the blocked group,

were performed consecutively.

Task order vas counterbalanced,

that each task vas practiced first,
of times.
orders.

all 18 trials of a pattern

second,

such

or third an equal number

Subjects were randomly assigned to the different task
The random group performed a different task on each trial,

vith t h e constraint that during a block of nine trials, each pattern
vas performed three times, vith no pattern occurring more than twice
in succession.

Order within the nine trials was taken from a table

of random numbers,

with a different random order for each block.

The

modified-blocked group performed three trials of each task in a
repeating blocked sequence as follows:

AAABBBCCC,

..., AAABBBCCC.

This practice schedule provided subjects 15 opportunities to retrieve
motor programs from LTM,
opportunities,

while the blocked schedule provided no

and the random schedule provided 46 opportunities

during the 54 acquisition trials (on some occasions the same task was
performed twice in succession).

Thus the modified-blocked practice

schedule represented an intermediate frequency of opportunities to
retrieve motor programs from long-term memory.
Each trial began vith illumination of a red, green,
warning light for 400 msec.
green,

Two t o 5 seconds later,

or blue

a matching red,

or blue indicator light was illuminated for 400 msec.

Illumination of the indicator light was followed by a 10-second
Interval before the warning light signalled the beginning of the next
trial.

Two performance measures were collected.

The first was
i

response latency,

measured as the elapsed time froa onset of the

indicator light to release of the starting microswitch.

The second

vas movement tine, measured from release of the starting microswitch,
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through barrier knockdown, to depression of the ending Microswitch.
When a wrong barrier was knocked over, dependent Measures were not
recorded and the trial was repeated iMnediately for the blocked group
and at the end of the 9-trial block for the randoa group.
At the end of 54 trials,

subjects were asked to sit down and the

experimenter removed the pattern cards froa the display panel.
Subjects then guessed as many 3-digit numbers as possible during a
4 -minute Interval,

starting vith the right digit,

and finally the left.

Following each guess,

then the middle,

the experimenter told

subjects whether the guess was too high, too low, or correct.

After

guessing the last digit, subjects were asked to report the whole
3-digit number to the experimenter in the normal left-to-right order.
Re t e n t i o n .

At the conclusion of the 4-minute interval,

subjects

were given a written recall test to assess their memory for the
patterns.

They were given a sheet of paper depicting the barriers

and start/finish switches and were asked to draw arrows indicating
the correct barriers to be struck for each pattern.

Subjects were

given 1 minute to complete this test and were given verbal and visual
KR about the correctness of their drawings (in the form of pointing
t o the correct barriers on the drawing).
written recall test,

A t the conclusion of the

subjects again stood Bt the apparatus and

performed 3 more trials of each task practiced during acquisition,
with the trials randomly ordered.
used during acquisition,
displayed,

Procedures were similar to those

except that pattern cards were not

the warning light was white and did not c ue subjects as to

the upcoming color,

and movement time KR was not read to subjects.
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Instructions froa the experimenter emphasized that if at any
time subjects could not remember the correct sequence of barriers to
be struck, they were to ask the experimenter rather than commit an
error*

This w a s done to avoid repeating retention trials,

since a

second trial of t h e same pattern vas invariably performed faster.
Avoiding repetitions was crucial,

since movement time was an

important indicator of whether the motor program controlling the
movement sequence was recalled in its entirety or whether a new motor
control sequence had to be organized for the goal movement.

If a .

wrong barrier was knocked over, the experimenter pointed to each
barrier in the correct sequence,
were not recorded,

the decision time and movement time

and the trial vas repeated.

were used in statistical analyses,

Only errorless trials

T he measure of retention of

learning was thus how well subjects were able to maintain the
response latency and movement time they had achieved by the end of
acquisition trials.

Subjects who performed as well during retention

trials as they had during acquisition were deemed t o have recalled
the motor programs developed during practice.
Data Analysis
A 3 (acquisition group) x 3 (pattern) x 6 (trial block) MANQVA
vith repeated measures on t h e last two factors was conducted on the
acquisition data.
significance.
movement time.

All tests were performed at the .05 level of

The dependent variables were response latency and
Followup univariate ANQVAs on each dependent variable

were conducted on any factors found to be significant in the HAHQVA.
To ensure that t h e calculated F statistics were valid for all
vithin-subject effects,

epsilon was calculated and the Huynh-Feldt
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adjusted £-value vas used if epsilon vas greater than .75 (Schutz &
Cesserall,

1987).

Zf epsilon vas less than .75, the more

conservative Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted p-value vas used to assess
probability levels.

Any significant differences revealed in the

AHOVAs vere folloved up vith a Student Hevman-Keuls multiple
comparison test.
A 3 (acquisition group) x 3 (pattern) x 2 (trial block) HAHOVA
vith repeated measures on the last t vo factors vas conducted on the
last block of acquisition and the block of retention test data.

This

type of analysis allovs one to compare both the absolute level of
retention achieved by each group and the rate of loss of information
taking place over the filled retention interval in each group.
Results
Acquisition A n a l y s i s .

The 3 (acquisition group) x 3 (pattern) x

6 (trial block) HANOVA conducted on the acquisition data revealed
significant effects for pattern,

Pillai's Trace F approximation

F(4,96) = 12. 01, £=.0001; trial block,

F< 10, 720) *31.07,

the acquisition group by trial block interaction,
£=.0025.

£=.0001; and

F(20, 720)=2.16,

The folloving effects vere not significant:

acquisition group main effect,
F(4,48)=.81,

the

Pillai's Trace F approximation

£=.52; the group x pattern interaction,

£=.81; the pattern x block interaction,
group x pattern x block interaction,

F(8, 96) = .55,

F(20,720)=.35,

F(40,720)=.51,

£=.99.

follovup univariate AHOVAs on each dependent variable,
adjusted according to t h e value of epsilon,
movement time and response latency,
trial block vere significant.

£=.99; and the
The

vith £ values

revealed that for both

only the factors of pattern and

Graphs of the acquisition and
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retention data are included here bb Figure 1 for movement tine and
Figure 2 for response latency.

Figures 1 and 2 about here

Follovups on the pattern effect that vas significant for both
aoveaent tine and response latency indicated that all three patterns
differed in aoveaent tiae,
(H=764 asec),

vith the red pattern perforaed fastest

folloved by the green (M=792),

For response latency,

and the blue (H=832>.

subjects hesitated significantly longer before

executing the green pattern (M=704 msec) than for either the blue
(H=603 asec) or the red pattern (M=552), which vere not different
froa each other.

These effects for pattern did not interact vith

group.
Follovups on the trial block effect that vas significant for
both aoveaent tiae and response latency indicated that aoveaent tiae
decreased steadily vith practice,

vith the aean for each successive

block of 9 trials significantly faster than the previous aean,

until

perforaance asyaptoted at block 5.

Blocks 5 and 6 were not different

froa each other.

in contrast,

over practice,

Response latency,

shoved little change

vith only trial block 1 being significantly slover

than the other trial blocks,

vhich vere not different froa each

other.
Retention Analysis.

The 3 <acquisition group) x 3 (pattern) x 2

(trial block) HAHOVA conducted on the last block of acquisition and
the block of retention test data revealed significant effects for
pattern,

Pillai's Trace F approximation F(4,96)=8.19, p=.OOOI; trial
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block,

F(2,7i)=168.10, £=.0001; and the acquisition group by trial

block interaction,

F<4,1441=16.56,

we r e not significant:

£=.0001.

The following effects

t h e group sain effect,

F<4,48) = 1.06, £=.39;

the group x pattern interaction,

F<6,96> = 1.59,

block interaction,

F<4,144)=.60,

£=.66; and the group x pattern x

block interaction,

F(8,144) = .99, £=.45.

AHOVAs on each dependent variable,
to the value of epsilon,

£=.14; the pattern x

The followup univariate

vith £ values adjusted according

revealed that each significant effect in the

HAN0VA vas also significant in the AH0VA on movement tiae.
AN0VA on response latency,

In the

only the trial block effect v b b

significant.

Follovups on the pattern effect that vas significant for
Movement tine revealed that eBch pattern vas significantly different
from the others, vith the red pattern performed the fastest <M=771
msec), then the green (M=796), and the blue (M=fi47).

This ordering

of means vas the same as that during acquisition, and did not
interact with acquisition group.
Follovups on the trial block effect that was significant for
both movement time and response latency indicated that for both
dependent variables,

times vere significantly slower in retention

than in the last block of acquisition.

Table 1 provides the means

Table 1 about here

for the three groups during the last black of acquisition and the
retention trial block.

To follow up the acquisition group x trial

block interaction that vas significant for movement time,

post hoc
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contrasts vere conducted to test whether there vere significant
differences among groups during the last block of acquisition and on
the retention trials,

and b I b o to determine whether there was a

significant difference in performance between blocks £ and 7 within
each group.

Results indicated that although there vere no

differences aaong the groups during the last block of acquisition
trials,

both the modified-blocked and the random groups performed

significantly faster than the blocked group on retention trials.
Although the random group performed better than the modified-blocked
group,

this difference was not significant <F<1,24>=3.74, p>.05).

addition,

In

the within group analyses revealed a significant loss in

aoveaent time from the last block of acquisition to the retention
block for each of t h e three groups,
the greatest loss,

vith the blocked group showing

followed by the modified-blocked group,

and the

random group.
Discussion
The specific hypothesis of interest in this experiment was that
the modified-blocked group,

which represents an intermediate

frequency of opportunity for retrieval of motor programs from LTH,
would perform at a level similar to that of the random group and
better than the blocked group during retention trials.

This

hypothesis regarding effect of practice schedule on learning and
retention will be discussed in relation to the movement time measure,
which showed the gradual improvement over trials characteristic of
learning.

The response latency measure also shoved learning from

block 1 to block 2, then appeared to asymptote.

Many subjects

appeared to use a characteristic or preferred response interval
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throughout practice,

which varied greatly within group.

These

'characteristic* intervals say have been related to a personality
factor such as confidence or anxiety about correctness of the planned
movement,
schedule.

but did not appear to be a function of the practice
Therefore it was decided to U n i t discussion to the

movement tine dependent variable.
The finding that the nodifled-blocked group performed as well as
the random group during retention trials supports the hypothesis that
retention test benefits are a function of the number of opportunities
for retrieval of motor programs from LTH provided by the practice
schedule.

Recall that the modified-blocked acquisition schedule was

designed to force subjects to retrieve motor programs from LTH on 15
trials,

while t h e random schedule required retrieval on 46 trials,

and the blocked schedule required no retrieval.

Apparently,

15

opportunities to retrieve recently developed motor programs from LTH
during practice is a sufficient amount of practice on these tasks to
d evelop successful strategies for recall of programs from LTH.
addition,

it appears that for this task,

In

the large number of

opportunities to retrieve motor programs from LTH provided by the
random practice schedule <and the serial practice schedule tested by
Lee & Magill,

1983, exps.

retention benefits.
applications,

2 & 3) is not necessary in order to produce

For specific sport or other movement

one would have to experiment to find a schedule vith

the optimal number of retrieval opportunities--one that would produce
good retention yet minimize the management problems inherent in
having a group of students randomly switch tasks within a practice
session.
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A second experiment m b s conducted to further test the hypothesis
that retention test benefits are related to the number of
opportunities provided for subjects t o practice retrieving motor
programs from long-term memory.

Whereas the approach taken in the

first experiment was to manipulate the number of retrieval
opportunities, t h e approach taken in t he second experiment is to
remove this factor,
effect.

vith the expectation of eliminating the Cl

If removing this single factor eliminates the previously

demonstrated Cl effect, the evidence is even stronger that this
factor vas indeed responsible for the Cl effect in the first
experiment.
Experiment Tvo
In place of the three different movement patterns used in
experiment one,

subjects in blocked and random acquisition groups in

this experiment practiced the same movement pattern in three
different criterion movement times.

Zn this situation,

all subjects

organize component motor programs into the goal movement sequence and
execute it on the first trial.
group,

On subsequent trials for the random

only the goal movement time changes (not the pattern of

movement),

so that the same motor control sequence (or program)

suffices for performance of all three task variations.

The blocked

group simply attempts the same goal movement time for lfl trials in a
row,
time,

as in Experiment 1, before moving on to the second goal movement
etc.

Therefore,

for both blocked and random groups,

the motor

program for the goal movement sequence can remain in WM throughout
acquisition trials.

The different parameters required to achieve

criterion movement times can be refined through schema development,
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using WH capacity.

Even vith the random practice schedule,

there is

n o requirement for transfer of motor programs to LTH and no
subsequent practice in retrieving these motor programs from LTH.
Thus no retention benefits are expected as a consequence of the
random practice schedule.
Hethod
Subjects
Thirty right-handed male and female subjects from undergraduate
physical education classes volunteered to participate in the
experiment for course credit.

They vere randomly assigned to either

a blocked or a random acquisition group,

vith n=15 in each group.

Apparatus and Procedures
The same apparatus used in the previous experiment vas used in
Experiment 2.
to white,

However,

the warning and stimulus lights vere changed

and only movement time vas measured and recorded.

practiced only one pattern:
middle barriers.

left front,

right middle,

Subjects

and left

They attempted to perform this pattern in three

different criterion movement times:

800, 950,

and 1100 msec.

time vas written on a separate copy of the same pattern card,
hung on a hook below one of the white stimulus lights.

Each
and

The stimulus

lights thus cued subjects as to the movement tine desired on each
trial,

vith the pattern the same on all trials.

Procedures during

acquisition trials were the same as in Experiment 1, vith the
following exception.

After reading instructions regarding the nature

of the task and the retention test,
perform one trial,

subjects watched the experimenter

and then vere asked to perform the pattern in

three distinctly different movement times--a slow,

medium,

and fast.
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This was done to acquaint subjects with the apparatus end to ensure
they understood the experimental task.
three practice trials,

No KR was given during these

since learning to judge aoveaent tiae here

would have transferred t o subsequent acquisition trials.

Acquisition

trials then followed, with aoveaent tiae KR in msec given after every
trial.

The filled retention interval was t he same, but the written

recall test was not given,
during retention trials.
at each aoveaent tiae,

since the pattern cards were present
The retention trialB consisted of 3 trials

in random order.

The saae retention test was

given again after a 24-hour retention interval,

to assess

experiaental effects on longer-term retention.

The test of retention

of learning was how accurately and consistently subjects vere able to
produce the criterion movement times during retention trials.
Data Analysis
Acquisition and retention analyses were the same as those used
in Experiment 1, except that there were two acquisition groups
instead of three,

and two blocks of retention trials instead of one.

The dependent variables were absolute constant error
variable error <VE>.

(ACE) and

These error measures vere chosen because they

represent two relatively independent aspects of performance in
achieving a target--accuracy and variability.

Also,

improvement in

accuracy and a decrease in variability are two well accepted
indicators that motor learning has occurred (Haglll,
1988).

To compute ACE for each block of 9 trials,

a subject's aean

CE score for the block of trials v as first computed.
algebraic error on each trial,

1985; Schmidt,

CE is the

while mean CE reflects bias in

a c c uracy— any propensity t o perform faster or slower than the target
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speed.

ACE is the absolute value of the subject's mean CE for a

given block.

The group aean ACE for a given block of trials thus

reflects the group's tendency to perform slower or faster than the
target speed.

VE for a given block of trials is simply the standard

deviation of a subject's score around his or her mean C E score.

The

group mean VE score thus reflects hov consistent subjects were in
achieving mean target scores.
In addition,
predicted,

although no differences between groups were

certain planned comparisons were analyzed to determine

whether there were differences between groups during the last block
of acquisition trials,

the first block of retention trials,

second block of retention trials 24 hours later.

and the

Comparisons vere

also made within group between the last block of acquisition trials
and the first block of retention trials,
second retention blocks,

and between the first and

to assess the rate of loss of information

over the retention intervals for each group.
Results
Acquisition Analysis.

The 2 (acquisition group) x 3 (speed) x 6

(trial block) MANOVA conducted on the acquisition data revealed
significant effects for speed,

Pillai's Trace F approximation

F(4,112)=5,75, £=.0003 and for trial block,
The following effects were not significant:

F ( 10,840)=11.51,

£=.0001.

the acquisition group

main effect,

F(2,27)=0.30, £=.75; the acquisition group x speed

interaction,

F(4,112)=0.78, £=.54; the acquisition group x block

interaction,

F(10,8 4 0 )=0.43, £=.93; the speed x block interaction,

F(20,840) = 1.12,
interaction,

£=.32; and the acquisition group x speed x block

F(20,840)=0.84, £,=.67.

The follovup univariate ANOVAs
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on each dependent variable,
value of epsilon,

vith & values adjusted according to the

revealed that for both ACE and VE, both the speed

and trial block factors v e re significant.
interaction vas also significant.

For ACE, the speed x block

Graphs of the acquisition and

retention data are included here as Figure 3 for ACE and Figure 4 for
VE.

Figures 3 and 4 about here

Follovups on the speed effect that vas significant for both ACE
and VE indicated that for ACE,

the fast speed vas performed vith

greater bias (M=65 msec) than either the medium (M=49) or slov (M = 4 3 )
speeds,

vhich vere not different.

For VE, the slov speed (M=54 msec)

vas more variable than the fast <M=43) but not different from the
medium (M=49); no other comparisons vere significant.

Follovups on

the trial block effect that vas significant for both ACE and VE
indicated that both ACE and VE decreased significantly from block one
to block tvo of practice,

and changed very little thereafter (ACE

block 1, M=103 msec; block 2,

H=51; block 6, M=34; VE block 1, H=fiS

msec; block 2, M=45; block 6,

11=37).

Retention Analysis.

The 2 (acquisition group) x

3 (speed) x 3

(trial block) HAHOVA conducted on the last block of acquisition and
the tvo blocks of retention test data revealed significant effects
for speed,

Pillai's Trace F approximation F(4,112>=5.76, £=.0003 and

for trial block,
not significant:

F(4,336>=11.30, £=.0001.

The folloving effects vere

the acquisition group main effect,

£=.43; the acquisition group x speed interaction,

F(2,27) = .0fi£,

F(4,112)=0.38,
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£=•82; the acquisition group x hlock Interaction, F(4,336>=0.39,
£=.82; the speed x hlock interaction,

F<8,336) = i.43, £=.18; and the

acquisition group x speed x block interaction,

F<8,336)=1.05, £=.40.

The follovup univariate ANOVAs on each dependent variable, vith £
values adjusted according to the value of epsilon,

revealed that only

the trial block effect and the speed x block interaction were
significant in the ANOVA on ACE.

In the AHOVA on VE, only the speed

effect vas significant.
Follovups on the speed effect that vas significant for VE
revealed that perfornance on the slov speed vas significantly aore
variable <M=52 asec) than performance on both the aediua <H=37) and
fast speeds (M=31),

which vere not different.

vas the saae as that during acquisition,
acquisition group.

This ordering of aeans

and did not interact vith

Follovups on the trial block effect that vas

significant for ACE revealed that performance in retention blocks 7
(M=70 msec) and 8 (M=80) vas significantly less accurate than
performance during the last block of acquisition trials (M=34>.
Results of the planned contrasts to determine differences
betveen groups vithin particular trial blocks revealed that for ACE,
there vas no difference betveen groups in t he last block of
acquisition trials <F<1,28)=1,27, £ > .05; tabled F for alphas.05
vith 1 and 28 df = 4.20).

In the first block of retention trials

after t h e 4-minute filled interval,
betveen groups (F(1,28)=.08,

there vas again no difference

£ > .05).

retention trials 24 hours later,
betveen groups <F<1,28)=.0019,

In the second block of

there again vas no difference

£ > .05.

For VE, results vere

similar— there vere no differences betveen blocked and random groups
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during the last block of acquisition trials <F<1,28)=.028,
the first block of retention trials <F<1,28)=.89,
second block of retention trials <F(1,28)=1.01,

£ > .05),

£ > .05), or the

£ > *05).

T h e planned contrasts to assess the rate of loss of inforaation
over t h e retention intervals revealed that for ACE, there vas a
significant loss in accuracy froa th e last block of acquisition
trials to the first block of retention trials in both the blocked
(F<1,28) = 17.89,

£=.0001) and random groups (F< 1,28) = 10.88, £=.0012).

The blocked gro u p shoved a 4 0 msec increase in ACE, while the random
group shoved a 31 msec increase.
in performance,

hovever,

There was no appreciable difference

from the first to the second block of

retention trials 24 hours later for either the blocked (F(1,28)=1.39,
£=.24) or random groups <F(1,28)-.66,

£=.42),

For VE, the analyses

revealed no significant increase in variability from the last block
of acquisition to the firBt black of retention trials for either the
blocked
£=.44).

<F<1, 28)=0.00, £=.995) or random groups <F(1,28)=0.61,
Similarly,

there vas no increase in variability over the

24-hour retention interval for either the blocked <F<1,28)=0.71,
£=.40) or random groups <F(1,28>=0.82,

£=.37).

Table 2 presents a

summary of the group means during the last block of acquisition
trials and the tvo blocks of retention trials for ACE and VE.

Table 2 about here

Discussion
The finding of no significant differences betveen blocked and
random practice groups lends further support to the hypothesis that
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retention test benefits accompanying a random practice schedule are a
consequence of repeated contact with LTH during practice trials.
When the random schedule does not require contact with LTH, as in
this experiment,

it becomes functionally equivalent to the blocked

schedule <in terms of underlying information-processing activities).
This equivalence is reflected in the similarity of retention test
results for the blocked and random practice groups in this
experiment.

To clarify what the lack of significant differences

between groups in retention means in real terms, for ACE there was a
difference betveen the groups of 3 msec of timing error <representing
4X of the random group's ACE) during the first block of retention
trials and a difference betveen the groups of .47 msec on the second
block of trials 24 hours later <refer to Table 2 for actual mean
values).

For VE, there was a difference in variability between the

groups of 5 msec during each block of retention trials.

The lack of

differences between the groups is thus not only a statistical
phenomenon,

but meaningful in real-world terms.

Differences in error

of less than 5 msec betveen groups attempting target times of flOO,
950,

and 1100 msec are negligible.

The Bbsence of significant

interactions during either acquisition or retention trials involving
the acquisition group factor provides further evidence that the two
groupB behaved similarly in response to experimental manipulations.
One implication of this finding of no differences is that the Cl
effect in retention of motor skills occurs only when different motor
programs are required to perform the task variations.
as revealed by the experiments of Hagill et al.

(1987),

Furthermore,
even when

different motor programs are present in the learning situation,

these
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Motor prograns have to be similar enough to interfere with each
other; otherwise, contextual variation in the practice schedule does
not produce contextual Interference.
General Discussion
Two experiments have been reported that vere designed to test
the hypothesis that retention test benefits obtained vith a random
practice schedule are a consequence of exceeding the capacity of
vorking memory <WM) during acquisition trials and forcing subjects to
repeatedly access long-term memory (LTH) to store and retrieve motor
programs for the various tasks.
obtained in both experiments,

Support for this hypothesis was

by manipulating the number of

opportunities to retrieve motor programs from LTH during practice.
The conclusion drawn froa these experiments is that the blocked and
random groups do not differ in the information-processing activities
underlying motor program development,
the process takes

longer.

movement control)

is developed,

except that in the random group

Once the program
however,

(the memory trace for

the difference betveen

blocked and random groups is in the effectiveness of retrieval cues
developed during practice trials.

It is proposed that random group

subjects become aware of the need to strengthen the association
between the motor
strategies,

program and the retrieval cue through mnemonic

because their

practice schedule continually tests their

ability to retrieve the motor programs from LTH.

The superior

retention test performance of the random group is a reflection of
subjects' ability to employ such strategies.

In more general terms,

one could say that given a multi-task motor learning situation where
interference among tasks is present,

contextual variation forces
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subjects to learn to overcome the interference in the learning
situation as they learn the tasks themselves.
As a final note,

the differences betveen the current hypothesis

regarding vhy t h e CZ effect occurs and those of SheB and Zisny (1993)
and Lee end Hagill
However,

(1965) have already been discussed to sose extent.

the extent to which the current hypothesis is an extension

of that of Shea and Zimny should be acknowledged as well.

Shea and

Ziany (1963, p. 359) proposed that subjects in the randon group can
aore effectively retrieve inforaation froa LTH than subjects in the
blocked group.
practice,

They also proposed that as a result of blocked

the experimental tasks are stored in LTH but cannot be

retrieved into WH (froa the evidence that blocked subjects perform
better on recognition than on recall tests).

They also maintained

that the blocked acquisition subject has not developed as large a
repertoire of processing operations during acquisition as the random
practice subject.

They even suggested that errors during acquisition

might provide an impetus for subjects to engage in additional
processing activities.

All these proposals are consonant with the

current hypothesis.
Zn addition,
Hagill,

the action plan reconstruction hypothesis (Lee and

1965) poses an interesting question for the current

hypothesis.

The present hypothesis contends that both blocked and

random subjects engage in repetitive processing to develop motor
programs for the goal movement sequences.

Any additional processing

engaged in by the random group during practice trials is devoted to
testing mnemonic strategies to aid retrieval of motor programs from
LTH,

rather than to development of the motor program itself.

In
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support of Lee and Hagill's hypothesis,

however,

it is possible that

when random group subjects are still experiencing retrieval failure
and have not yet developed a aotor program with fixed organization,
the process of organizing the goal movement sequence yet again from
the component motor programs in WH will differ from trial to trial to
some degree.

Whether t h e degree of variation constitutes a *new

solution to the movement p roblem” is the question.
In a task of the type tested here and in other Cl studies (a
closed motor skill), where the goal of movement is exact reproduction
of a movement sequence,

one could argue that opportunities for

multiple solutions to the movement problem ere limited.
hand,

On the other

subjects have to organize the segments into the correct

sequence,

but they do have room for creativity in finding the

relative timing pattern that allows then to achieve movement time
goals.

For instance,

a timing pattern that was successful on another

task might be transferred to the next trial of a different task,
affecting the organization of that task's motor program.

However,

there is nothing in the blocked practice schedule that keeps subjects
from experimenting with different relative timing for the goal
movement patterns either.

The question is a complex one, since the

performance improvement observed in a repetitive practice schedule
could b e due to better parameter selection for a motor program
developed early in practice, or to periodic reorganization of the
motor program during acquisition trials.
the former approach,

The present hypothesis took

due to the fact that our knowledge of motor

control has not progressed to the point where we can judge
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definitively whether successive movements are controlled by the same
or a different motor program.

Contextual Interference
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Table 1
Experiwent 1. group weans during the last block of acquisition
trials and the block of retention trials

Acquisition
Group

DV

Blocked

MT

Last block of
Acg. trials

Retention
Trials

726 wsec

977

Hod-Blocked

743

849

Randow

745

786

647

1388

Hod-Blocked

469

1301

Randow

540

1128

Blocked

RL
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Table 2
Experiment 2. group weans during the last block of acquisition
trials and the two blocks of retention trials

Acquisition
Group________DV
Blocked

ACE

Random
Blocked
Random

VE

Last block of
acg. trials

First retention block

28.47

68.73

79.97

40.39

71.79

79.50

36.59
37.45

36.56
41.42

Second retention block

40.85
46.03
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Figure Captions
Figure 1.

Mean movement tiae during acquisition and retention trials

in Experiment 1.
Figure 2.

Mean response latency during acquisition and retention

trials in Experiment 1.
Figure 3 .

Mean ACE during acquisition and retention trials in

Experiment 2.
Figure 4.

Mean VE during acquisition and retention trials in

Experiment 2.
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Extended Review of the Literature
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57
Interaction of the Principles of Encoding Specificity
and Transfer-Appropriate Processing with the
Contextual Interference Effect
T h e purpose of this review of literature is to develop an issue
raised initially by the Shea and Morgan <1979) investigation of Cl.
Shea and Morgan provided blocked and random acquisition contexts to
subjects and also tested retention in blocked and randos contexts.
Retention test results varied according to the match between
acquisition and test context,

and this raised the question of whether

other principles of learning such as encoding specificity or
transfer-appropriate processing might be Involved in producing the Cl
effect,

or indeed might be solely responsible for the effect.

question prompted a review of Cl literature,

This

focusing on the match

between activities performed during acquisition and those required on
the retention test.

The experiments and discussion presented in the

main body of this paper resulted from attempting to answer this
question,
occurs.

and provided some additional insight into why the Cl effect
However,

there are bound t o be further tests of the

hypotheses regarding why the Cl effect occurs,

and it is hoped that

the additional material presented here regarding the match between
acquisition and test conditions will prove useful in devising further
tests of the Cl effect.
To briefly review these three learning phemomena,
Cl,

starting with

Battig <1979) hypothesized that changes across trials in

experimental and processing contexts— contextual
interference--depress acquisition performance but subsequently
facilitate delayed retention, decrease dependence of memory on

reinstatement of acquisition context,

and facilitate transfer,

to the

extent that Cl induces processing strategies appropriate for learning
other material.

Bransford,

Franks,

Morris,

and Stein (1979) proposed

the principle of "transfer-appropriate processing" that qualified
predictions about the benefits one might attribute to various
acquisition activities.

They proposed that the major determinants of

retention test performance are the extent to vhich acquisition and
retention processing activities match,

as well as the knowledge and

skills the learner brings to the experimental situation.
phenomenon of encoding specificity

(Tulving and Thomson,

The
1973) is

evident when learners perform better on a retention test that
reinstates the acquisition context.

Since context is part of the

information encoded during acquisition trials <part of the memory
trace),

reinstating the acquisition context produces a better match

between retrieval cues available at test and the contents of the
memory trace (Tulving,

1979).

The literature on contextual

interference in motor learning will be reviewed chronologically,

and

the presence of these three phenomena discussed.
In the first test of t h ^ Cl effect in aotor learning (Shea and
Morgan,

1979),

also evident.

the presence of the encoding specificity effect was
Shea and Morgan provided same-context and

switched-context retention tests t o all subjects.

Results in

switched-context retention supported their prediction that Cl
decreases the dependence of aeaory on reinstatement of the original
context,

but there was no difference in performance between blocked

and random groups when acquisition and test contexts were the same
(blocked test context for the blocked acquisition group and random
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test context for the random acquisition group).

Thus their

prediction that CZ facilitates retention had t o be qualified,
on retention test context.

based

The principle of encoding specificity

could explain this finding of no differences on the same-context
retention test,

while results are contrary t o those expected from Cl.

What appears at first to be a straightforward example of the
principle of encoding specificity,

however,

becomes less so when one

considers their finding of a significant effect for retention test
context

<a within-subjects factor).

Subjects tested first for

retention in the blocked context performed significantly better than
those tested first in the random context,
context.

regardless of acquisition

Thus the more difficult random text context could have

depressed performance in the random acquisition group,

while the

blocked acquisition group's performance was enhanced by the
facilitating effect of blocked retention trials.

Perhaps this effect

of retention context occurred because the index of retention was a
aotor performance measure <total movement time) and the task was to
move as fast as possible.

The blocked context allowed subjects to

make the same movement 3 times in a row,

while the random context

required a different movement on each trial.

One of the consequences

of repeating a movement is faster movement time,

and this purely

’motor* consideration could explain the significant effect of test
context.

When using motor performance measures,

then,

one has to be

careful in drawing conclusions about same-context and
switched-context conditions,
be of equal difficulty.
a switch in context.

since the conditions themselves may not

There can be more to the switch than simply

Thus the additional finding that the random
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group tested in the blocked context

(R-B,

switched-context) perforwed

better than the randow group tested in the randow context (R-R,
sawe-c o n t e x t ) wakes wore sense,

since this result is not predicted by

either Cl or encoding specificity.

It can,

however,

be explained by

the difference in difficulty between randow and blocked perforwance
contexts.
As a final note,

Shea and Morgan's (1979) finding that the

randow group tested in the blocked context

(R-B,

switched context)

perforwed significantly better than the blocked group tested in the
blocked context
of Cl.

(B-B,

sane context) can only be attributed to effects

The encoding-specificity hypothesis predicts that the

sawe-context group should perforw better than the switched-context
group,

and wotor perforwance conditions are not a factor since test

context is held constant.

Thus Shea and Morgan did find clear-cut

evidence of the benefits of Cl during acquisition on retention test
trials.

However,

because of the siwilarity in experiwental design

between their study end Experiwent 1 reported in this paper,

their

results can also be accowwodated within the principle of
transfer-appropriate processing or transfer of procedures,

as

explained in the wain body of this paper.
A concern for the aforementioned ability of wotor performance
measures to accurately reflect memory for the experiwental tasks in
the Shea and Morgan (1979) study prompted Morgan (1981) to use
percent correct recall of the movement patterns as the dependent
variable in another study of the Cl effect on retention of wotor
skills.

Three different retention tests were given after a 5-minute

filled retention interval:

a recognition test in which subjects had

to choose the experimental tasks from among distractors,

a free

recall test in which subjects performed the S experimental tasks at
their own pace and in any order,

and a cued recall test in which

subjects were asked to perform the experimental task corresponding to
a particular stimulus light

(as during acquisition trials).

The

random group showed significantly better memory for the movement

1
patterns than the blocked group on all three retention tests.
Encoding specificity is not an issue in Morgan's finding,

since test

context is switched for both groups due to removal of the movement
pattern diagrams.
processing,

From the standpoint of transfer-appropriate

the test is a better match for the random group,

since it

assesses pattern recall and the random group has had more time to
view the patterns (all patterns were displayed throughout acquisition
for subjects in the random group,
blocked group).

but only one at a time in the

The results of this study can also be attributed to

Cl during acquisition trials.
An interesting point in the Morgan study emerges from
examination of within-group differences on the various retention
tests.

Although subjects in the random group performed equally well

on the free and cued recall tests,

subjects in the blocked group

performed significantly better on the free recall than on the cued
recall test.

This finding lends some additional support to the

contention in the present study that the arbitrary color names and
stimulus lights used to cue performance during acquisition trials
provide very weak retrieval cues during cued recall retention test
trials.

Subjects in the blocked group who could produce the correct

patterns during free recall could nevertheless not associate these
t

patterns with the correct color cue very veil.

The fact that

subjects in the random group perforaed equally well in free and cued
recall supports the idea that the additional processing activity
responsible for the Cl effect in cued recall is generation of
additional retrieval cues by subjects in the random group.

(Subjects

in the random group become avare of the need for better retrieval
cues when they experience retrieval failure during acquisition
trials.)

Morgan offered no explanation based on Cl for the

significant vithin-group difference in free and cued recall in the
blocked group.
finding,

Transfer-appropriate processing can explain this

however.

The Cl study by Del Rey (1982) presents a different problem in
interpretation.

Del Rey used a Bassin Timer apparatus,

which

requires subjects to time a button-push reponse to coincide with the
lighting of the last in a series of lamps that light in a predictable
sequence.

The task variations were different stimulus light

velocities.

Since one can assume that adult subjects already have a

motor program for button-pushing in their behavioral repertoire,
task is more of a perceptual training task,

this

where subjects learn when

or at what point in the sequence to begin a response that is already
well-learned.

For this reason,

the information-processing activities

underlying acquisition and test performance are likely to be
different from those hypothesized for acquisition and retention
trials in the present paper,
development.

where learning involved motor program

Therefore the findings of this study will not be

discussed further,

except to note that since no main effect for

acquisition context was found for retention test trials,

the effect
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of Cl on development of perceptual discrimination does not appear to
be as strong as its effect on aotor program development.
The series of studies conducted by Lee and Hagill (1983) is
similar in design to those of Shea and Morgan (1979) and those
conducted by the present author.
however,

Unlike the Shea and Morgan design,

retention test context was always random in the Lee and

Hagill studies and in the two experiments reported in this paper.
This leaves open the interpretation that the encoding-specificity
principle can explain the superior retention test performance of the
random group (which is tested in the same context as during
acquisition) compared to the blocked group (which is tested in a
switched context).

The previous discussion of the Shea and Morgan

(1979) findings did point out,

however,

that the encoding-specificity

principle is not a factor in Cl studies of this type,

since the CZ

effect emerged even when conditions were contrary to predictions of
encoding specificity.

Moreover,

using a single test context holds

constant the difficulty of test conditions,

which proved to be a more

potent factor than the encoding-specificity principle in explaining
Shea and Morgan's results.
However,

the question remains of whether a blocked context would

have been preferable.

The blocked retention context,

successive trials on the same task,

with its

would seem to allow subjects to

refine parameter selection during retention trials, when the purpose
of t h e test is t o assess memory for what was previously learned.
random context has the same problem to a lesser degree,
although multiple trials are given,
on each task.

The

since

only one trial at a time is given

Perhaps a better test of recall memory would be just

one trial on each task,

but this does not take into consideration the

variability inherent in the aotor systea.

This variability,

which

does not always allow perforaance to accurately reflect internal
states of aeaory/learning,
perforaance,
learning.

alaost requires that a snail saaple of

rather than a single trial, be used as the indicator of

Thus the randan context of the retention test is not seen

as a crucial factor in producing the Cl effect in cued recall.
course other types of retention tests could be used,

Qf

and it would be

interesting to replicate the array of tests used by Morgan (1981),
using aotor perforaance aeasures as the indicator of retention.
Using other types of retention tests would provide insight into
whether the Cl effect in retention is a phenoaenon U n i t e d to cued
recall perforaance.
Goode <1986) conducted a study of the Cl effect in learning an
open aotor skill which had eleaents similar to the Del Rey (1982)
study.

That is, a Bassin Timer was used and subjects had to tine

their response to coincide with lighting of the last lamp on the
runway.

However,

the response required in the Goode study was to

throw a ball at a bullseye target about 12 feet away,

so that the

ball striking the target coincided with lighting of the lamp.
Subjects were constrained to start their throw from a position which
approximated good throwing fora,
constrained or measured.

but the throw Itself was not

The task was varied by presenting subjects

with different stimulus light velocities.
Goode study,

like that of Del Rey (1982),

discriminate among stimulus velocities.

In one sense, then,

the

involved learning to
It is difficult to determine

to what extent subjects learned to organize a new motor response,
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since kinematic measures were not available.

Target scores were

recorded and given to subjects as KR, but were not used in
statistical analyses since all subjects tended to receive the same
score.

Measures such as response latency,

ball flight time,

and the

variability of spatial error from throw to throw were analyzed,

but

these outcome measures provide little insight into whether this task
required organizing a new motor program.
There is some evidence that Goode considered the task largely
perceptual in nature; this evidence comes from Experiment 3, in which
subjects were given training to improve task performance.

This

training included trials in which the ball-throwing response was
changed to a push-button response,

to allow subjects to focus on

discrimination of the stimulus velocities; training in where to focus
attention

(target or stimulus lights) at various points in

performance; how to grasp the ball in the starting position; and a
more general strategy of making each throw at the same speed,
regardless of stimulus velocity.

These training activities emphasize

the perceptual aspects of the task,

and the last strategy— that of

making each throw at the same speed--confirms that what subjects
learn in this task is when to initiate a motor program that does not
vary from trial to trial.

Even the parameters are not required to

vary from trial to trial; on the contrary,

the beBt performance is

obtained when there is n o change in motor output from trial t o trial.
Therefore it appears that as in the Del Rey (1982) study,

this study

is looking at the effect of Cl on perceptual discrimination.
However,

this conclusion raises the question of the extent to

which the task used in Experiment 2 in this study was perceptual.

The task used in Experiment 2 did require that subjects organize a
new notor program for the 4 -segment goal movement.
was developed quickly,

The motor program

and further practice vas devoted to updating

the schema for parameter selection.

One could say that this task

became more perceptual in nature once the motor program vas
developed,

and that subjects vere learning to discriminate among 3

similar movement velocities.

However,

they vere also learning to

produce three different movement velocities,

which vas not the case

in the coincidental timing studies.
Goode's analysis of AE and E in coincidental timing during
retention trials revealed that the random acquisition group tested in
the random retention context performed significantly better than the
other three groups (R-B,
each other.

B-B,

B-R),

which vere not different from

The significant difference in retention between the two

random acquisition groups cannot be attributed to Cl.

There vas also

a triple interaction in retention for acquisition context,
velocity,

and trial block,

stimulus

such that the random group advantage vas

localized in the slow speed (the most difficult).
curiously parallels that of Del Rey (1982),

This finding

who also found a triple

interaction in retention Involving acquisition context and
v e l ocity— active subjects benefitted from random practice an the more
difficult stimulus velocities.

Although these two studies do not fit

the constraints of the current hypothesis,

they provide some

indication that random practice has a consistent effect on
discrimination of linear velocities.
awaits further investigation.

The reason for this effect

In a study again using the Bassin Timer stimulus light display
and a pushbutton response,

Del Rey,

Wughalter,

and Carnes (1987)

found that errors in timing for random acquisition were less biased
<CE) and less variable (VE) than those of blocked acquisition
subjects.

There vas no difference in AE or ACE between the groups.

Yet Del Rey et al. provided only a 1 -minute unfilled retention
interval between the end of acquisition trials and the first
retention trial.
<p. 282),

They described their task as a cognitive activity

yet made no attempt to block cognitive rehearsal during the

short retention interval.

It is doubtful whether retrieval of

information from LTM is necessary on this type of retention test,

so

it is unclear just what type of learning Del Rey et al. propose to be
testing with this design.
interval was provided,

In Del Rey <1982),

a 10-minute unfilled

and Goode (1986) provided a 2 4 -hour interval

between acquisition and retention test trials.

Further research on

experimental tasks that Involve learning perceptual discrimination,
rather than movement organization,

needs to specify the cognitive

activities underlying such learning and how Cl might be expected to
influence these activities.
Gabriele,

Hall,

and Bucholz (1987) conducted a Cl study which

included learning to perform 4 novel patterns of movement as fast as
possible,

until a criterion total response time vas achieved.

task is similar to that used in 5hea and Korgan <1979),
Kagill

(1983),

and in Experiment 1 in the present study,

The

Lee and
in that

developing different motor programs to control the goal movement
sequences can be considered part of 'what was learned* during
acquisition trials.

Analysis of acquisition trials shoved that
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subjects in the random group required significantly sore trials to
achieve the response tine criterion:
for the blocked group.

versus £.6 trials

This finding is similar to those of the other

studies mentioned above,
early in practice,

15.3 trials,

in vhich the random group performs poorly

but eventually achieves the same level of

performance as the blocked group.
After a 10-minute filled interval,
context cued recall test,
movement pattern.
trials,

subjects vere given a blocked

vhich consisted of 3 trials on each

The patterns vere not present during retention

and subjects vere not given KR of any sort,

regarding correctness of the movement pattern.

not even

The measure of

retention vas a composite score that avarded 1 point for the correct
pattern and a second point for the correct response time.

That is,

only a response time that vas the same as that achieved by the end of
acquisition trials could be 'correct".

This combined measure

confounds memory for the movement pattern vith memory for the motor
control sequences governing movement execution,

vhich makes it

difficult to compare these results vith those of previous studies.
This information vould be particularly valuable because Gabriele et
al. did not display the movement patterns during acquisition trials.
Therefore vieving time for the patterns vas equal for all groups.
Since different vieving times for random and blocked groups vas an
issue in Morgan's (1981) findings on pattern recall,

the Gabriele et

al. findings on pattern recall vould shov vhether Cl affects pattern
recall as veil as recall of motor programs governing movement.
definitive ansver to this question has yet been provided.

Ho

The very stringent requirement that subjects show no decrement
from acquisition to retention in order to receive a point for correct
response time also tends to obscure any differences between blocked
and random groups in recall of motor programs governing performance.
However,

the random group did score significantly higher than the

blocked on this retention test.

It would be interesting to know

whether there were significant differences in actual response time
between the 2 groups.

The current hypothesis predicts that there

vould be, although the blocked context of the retention test,
allows performance to improve from trial to trial,
results somewhat.

vhich

might obscure

The superior performance of the random group

cannot be attributed to encoding specificity,

since the random group

has to switch context while the blocked group does not.
receive blocked context retention trials,
performance context is constant.

Both groups

so difficulty of the

Group differences can be attributed

to either effects of Cl or transfer-appropriate processing.
Gabriele et al.
later,

also conducted a second retention test one week

which produced the same results as the first.

test was followed by a recquisition phase,

This second

vhich vas identical to the

blocked schedule during original acquisition trials,

including KR.

The random group took fever trials than the blocked to achieve
criterion,

but the difference was not significant,

meaningful in real-world terms:
4.65 for the blocked group.
results,

nor was it

2.65 trials for the random,

versus

Perhaps a floor effect influenced

since in original acquisition trials it only took the

blocked group 6 trials to achieve criterion.

In addition,

since

performing t h e immediately prior retention test could affect
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performance on the reacquisition trials (further reducing the number
of trials to criterion),

it vould be better to test for relearning

and retention vith separate groups.

The actual number of trials to

relearn each task vould have been useful information here,
the mean number o f trials per task.

instead of

The current hypothesis predicts

that random group subjects should perform equally veil on all tasks,
since they have learned to retrieve motor programs for each task from
LTH.

The blocked group vould not be expected to perform equally veil

on all tasks; the different motor programs in LTH should interfere
vith one another,
Poto,

producing differential retrieval success (as in

manuscript submitted for publication).
Heeuvsen (19&7) and Hagill,

Heeuvsen,

Lee, and Hathevs (1937)

conducted a series of experiments that attempted to relate the Cl
effect to the spacing of repetitions effect.

Predictions vere that

acquisition schedules vith space betveen motor performance trials
vould produce better retention test performance than conditions vith
no space betveen trials.

The random practice schedule used in Cl

studies vas hypothesized to be just one vay to achieve the benefits
of spaced practice.

Instead of the blocked group used in other CZ

studies to represent lov levels of Cl, Heeuvsen used a single-task or
constant group.

This group performed only one task during

acquisition trials, vhile the random group performed 3 tasks.

The

retention test measured motor performance on the single task
practiced by the lov-Cl group.

The only difference betveen random

and constant groups vas significantly less variability (VE) for the
random group in Experiment 1, no differences in Experiment 2, and
significantly less VE for the random group in Experiment 3.

No

differences in AE or ACE were found in any of the experiments.

These

experiments did not produce a Cl effect,

nor could they be explained

by the encoding specificity hypothesis.

Encoding specificity would

predict that the single-task group should perform better than the
random because o f the single-task retention test.
Transfer-appropriate processing provides the best explanation of
these results.

The single-task group performed well because they

learned a single motor task and were tested on the same task after a
cognitively filled interval which prevented rehearsal but did not
interfere vith memory for the task.

This test revealed that the task

had indeed been learned and vas resident in long-term memory.

The

processing performed during acquisition trials was thus appropriate,
given the nature of the retention test.
tasks during acquisition trials,

The random group learned 3

and varying the context forced

subjects to practice retrieving t he tasks from LTH as they learned
the task themselves.

When asked t o retrieve one of the tasks from

LTH on the retention test,

the random group vas able to do this

because they had practiced this activity previously.
during acquisition and retention vere well matched,
principle of transfer-appropriate processing.

Thus activities
according to the
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Experiment 1:

Acquisition trial instructions

During the first part of the experiment you vill perform three
different p a t t e r n s — a blue, a red, and a green.
The patterns will be
handing in view while you're performing, but try to remember which
pattern goes with which color, because in the second part of the
experiment you will have t o perform without the patterns being
present.
You will have a few practice trials and an opportunity to
ask questions before the actual experiment starts, but once the
practice trials are over and the testing begins, please do not talk.
THIS IS THE PROCEDURE YOU SHOULD FOLLOW OH EACH TRIAL:
Each trial begins with a warning light that tells you which
pattern you will perform next.
When you see this light, hold down
the start switch and be prepared to perform the pattern that is the
same color as the light.
2 to 5 seconds later, the same color light right above the
pattern card will go on.
This is your signal to begin pushing over
the barriers.
Use only the index and middle fingers to press the switches and
push over the barriers.
Try to contact the black circle on each
barrier and on the finish switch.
A clock starts when your fingers leave the first switch, and
stops when you touch the second switch after pushing over the
barriers.
I will read you the time recorded on the block after each
trial.
You should try t o lower this time as you practice, indicating
that you are moving faster.
O n c e your finger leaves the start switch, do not hesitate or
stop midway through the pattern, even if you are not sure you are
moving correctly.
Experiment 1:

Retention test instructions

The task now is to perform 3 more trials of the same patterns
you just learned, moving as fast as you can without making any
errors.
The difference is that the warning light will always be
white, and I won't tell you how fast you moved.
When the white light
goes on, press down the start switch and hold it.
When a colored
light goes on, perform the color pattern that corresponds to the
light.
If you cannot remember the pattern that goes with that color,
tell me before you try to do it, and I will point to the correct
barriers.
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Experiment 2:

Acquisition trial instructions

In this experiment you will push over the hinged barriers in the
order indicated on the pattern cards; the pattern is the same on each
card, but the movement tine on each card is different.
Your goal is
to try to push over the barriers in the tine stated on the card.
During the first part of the experiment you will perform the pattern
in three different movement times— 800 milliseconds, 950
milliseconds, and 1100 milliseconds.
After each trial, 1 vill tell
you hov fast you moved.
You should try to get your movement time as
close as you can to the movement time printed on the pattern card.
THIS IS THE PROCEDURE YOU SHOULD FOLLOW OH EACH TRIAL:
Each trial begins vith a signal light that tells you vhat
movement time you should attempt.
When you see this light, hold dovn
the start switch, check the correct movement time, and begin moving
when you feel ready.
Use only the index and middle fingers t o press the switches and
push over the barriers.
Try to contact the black circle on each
barrier and on the finish switch.
A clock starts when your fingers leave the first switch, and
stops when you touch the second switch after pushing over the
barriers.
I vill read you the time recorded on the clock after each
trial.
You should try t o get this time as close as possible to the
goal movement time Indicated on the pattern card.
Also, try to remember vhat each movement time feels like,
because in the second part of the experiment you vill be asked to
perform the same pattern again in the same 3 movement times, but I
won't tell you how fast you moved.
Experiment 2:

Retention test instructions

The task now is to perform 3 more trials of each movement time.
The order of the trialB will be random, and I won't tell you what
your movement time was.
Try to duplicate the movements you made
during the 54 practice trials when I told you hov fast you were
moving.
You do not have to begin moving as soon as the light goes
on; move when you feel ready.

Appendix C
Results of the HANOVAs and ANQVAs for Experiments 1 and 2
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Table 3
HAHQVA for Experiment 1. data on MT and RL
Source_________ Acquisition__________ Retention
Group
Pattern
G s P
Block
G x
B
P x
B
G xP x B

Ft4,48> = 0.81
Ft4,96) = 12.01
Ft8,96) « O.SS
Ft 10,720) = 31.07
Ft20,720) = 2.16
Ft20,720) = 0.35
Ft40, 720) = 0.51

F<4,48)
Ft4,96)
Fta,96)
F(2,71)
F(4,144)
Ft4,144)
Fta,144)

= 1.06
= a. is
= 1.59
= 168.10
= 16.56
* 0.60
= 0.99

Table 4
HT AHQVA for ExDerinent 1. acaulsitlon data
Source

df

SS

F

P

Group
Error(G)
Pattern
P x G
Error(P)
Block
B x G
Error(B)
P it B
P x B x G
Error(PxB)

2
24
2
4
48
5
10
120
10
20
240

196189.01
1863317.35
374418.28
28163.23
379806.33
4445216.81
281738. 34
2038095. 82
9020.64
25140.58
388657.17

1.26

0. 30

23.66
0.89

0. 0001 (H-F)
0 . 46(H-F)

52.35
1.66

0 . 0 0 0 1 (G-G)
0 . 17(G-G)

0.56
0.78

0.7 K G - G )
0. 64(G-G>

Table 5
RL ANOVA for Experlaent 1. acaulsitlon data
Source

df

SS

F

P

Group
E r r o r (G )
Pattern
P x G
E r r o r (P )
Block
B x G
Error(B)
P x B
P x B x G
Error(PxB)

2
24
2
4
48
5
10
120
10
20
240

1371699. 9
161388348. 6
1932262. 51
211212.95
11163479.83
8705760. 47
2137290. 20
31414839.27
271537.87
715441.48
14183209.65

0.10

0.90

4.15
0. 23

0* 0 4 5 5 (G-G)
0 . 0 3 (G-G)

6.65
0.82

0.003(G-G)
0 . 5 2 (G-G)

0.46
0.61

0 . 6 7 (G-G)
0.69(G-G>

(G-G) = Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted probability
(H-F) = Huynh-Feldt adjusted probability

Table 6
MT ANOVA for Exoeriaent 1. retention data
Source

df

SS

F

P

Group
Error<G>
Pattern
P x G
E r r o r (P )
Block
B x G
Error(B)
P x B
P x B x G
Error(PxB)

2
24
2
4
48
1
2
24
2
4
48

204816. 23
1171285.23
162466.15
25171.74
161877.33
2151342.03
936859. 21
237696. 93
2862. 68
17019. 62
116883.36

2.10

0.14

24. 09
1.87

0 . 0 0 0 1 (H-F)
0 . 13(H-F)

217.22
47.30

0.0001
0.0001

0. 59
1.75

0. 56(H-F)
0 . 1 6 (H-F)

Table 7
RL ANOVA for Exoeriaent 1. retention data
Source

df

SS

F

P

Group
Error(G)
Pattern
P x G
Error(P)
Block
B x G
E r r o r (B )
P x B
P x B x G
Error(PxB)

2
24
2
4
48
1
2
24
2
4
48

971118.29
97207402.12
61787.74
853872. 82
7736325. 59
63058340. 99
1234899. 46
60667349. 60
513217.01
761031.21
12225154.16

0.12

0.89

0.19
1. 32

0.8KH-F)
0.28(H-F)

24.95
0. 24

0.0001
0. 7852

1.01
0.75

0 . 3 7 2 7 (H-F>
0. 56(H-F)

(H-F) = Huynh-Feldt adjusted probability
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Table 8
HANOVA for Exoeriaent 2. data on ACE and VE
Source

Acaulaltlon

Retention

Group
Speed
G x S
Block
G x B
S x B
G x S x B

F <2, 27 > = 0.30
F<4,112) = 5.75
F<4,112) = 0.78
Fa0,fi40) = 11.51
F< 10,640) = 0.43
F(20,840) = 1.12
F<20,840) = 0.84

F <2, 27 > = 0.86
F<4,112) = 5.76
F<4,112) = 0.38
F<4,336> = 11.30
F<4, 336) = 0.39
F<8,336) - 1.43
F(8,336) = 1.05

Table 9
ACE ANOVA for Exoeriaent 2. acauisition data
Source

df

SS

F

p

Group
Error(G>
Speed
S x G
Error(S)
Block
B x G
E r r o r (B >
S x B
S x B x G
Error(SxB)

1
28
2
2
56
5
5
140
10
10
280

8730.90
410010.98
47067.72
5410.78
258982.90
872829.26
28537.06
3004189. 42
47711.60
9619. 59
517844.01

0.60

.45

5.09
0.58

.02 <G-G>
.50 <G-G)

8.14
0.27

.005 <G-G)
.66 (G-G)

2.58
0.52

.04 (G-G)
.71 (G-G)

Table 10
VE ANOVA for Exoeriaent 2. acauisition data
Source

df

SS

F

p

Group
Error(G)
Speed
S x G
Error(S)
Block
B x G
E r r o r (B)
S x B
S x B x G
Error(SxB)

1
28
2
2
56
5
5
140
10
10
280

648.88
79813.08
10546. 39
2866. 56
64225.95
512989.92
12776.07
699965.89
16353. 23
17024.18
376146.62

0. 23

.64

4.60
1.25

.01 (H-F)
.29 (H-F)

20.52
0.51

.0001 (G-G)
.58 (G-G)

1.22
1.27

.31 (G-G)
.29 (G-G)

<G-G>= Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted probability
<H-F>= Huynh-Feldt adjusted probability

Table 11
ACE AKQVA for Exoeriaent 2, retention data
Source

df

SS

F

o

Group
Error(G)
Speed
S x G
E r r o r (S >
Block
B x G
Error(B)
S x B
S x B x G
Error(SxB)

1
28
2
2
56
2
2
56
4
4
112

1577.68
150272. 48
6388.05
2760.36
114487.65
308425.76
5498.79
649147.83
12880. 38
4518. 86
126175. 76

0.29

.59

1.56
0.68

0.22 (H-F)
0.50 (H-F)

13. 30
0.24

0.0001 (H-F)
0.79 (H-F)

2.86
1.00

0.03 (H-F)
0.41 (H-F)

Table 12
VE ANOVA for Exoeriaent 2. retention data
Source

df

SS

F

p

Group
Error(G)
Speed
S x G
Error(S)
Block
B x G
Error(B)
S x B
S x B x G
Error(SxB)

1
28
2
2
56
2
2
56
4
4
112

891.76
19147.14
20848.81
98.91
42962.59
5839.65
781.89
112439.69
3984.70
3279. 88
60325. 91

1. 30

0.26

13. 59
0.06

0.0001 (H-F>
0.93 (H-F)

1.45
0.19

0.24 (H-F)
0.82 (H-F)

1.85
1.52

0.13 (H-F)
0.20 (H-F)

(G-G)= Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted probability
<H-F)= Huynh-Feldt adjusted probability

Appendix D
Cell Keans end Standard Deviations
for Experiments 1 and 2
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Table 13
Exoeriaent 1:

Cell aeane and standard deviations

Group

Pattern

Block

blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock
aodblock

blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
green
green
green
green
green
green
green
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
green
green
green
green
green
green
green
red
red
red
red
red
red
red

1
2
3
4
5
6
ret
1
2
3
4
5
6
ret
1
2
3
4
5
6
ret
1
2
3
4
5
6
ret
1
2
3
4
5
6
ret
1
2
3
4
5
6
ret

Hcveaent Time
St.Dev.
Hean
878.19
831.11
794. 59
789. 33
773.44
762.04
1007.37
855. 37
758. 04
735. 33
719. 37
731. 56
712.59
977.30
827.78
744.63
738. 89
735.96
726. 04
703.52
947.52
996.22
877.04
833. 56
821.52
815. 30
791.19
929.81
960.22
826.04
818.19
778. 33
744.00
740.48
797.93
890.19
804.85
766.11
753.44
725.78
696. 15
820.15

110.15
82.54
79.96
82.84
75.56
74.55
95.04
71.51
78.93
75.88
81.94
88.96
89.23
95.73
133.19
100.38
114.86
127.40
108.69
98. 46
114. 58
111.03
110.77
105. 73
82.14
90.12
117.69
134.52
140. 78
111.87
101.72
90.46
97.08
95.44
207. 03
146.88
94.37
95.71
102.40
96.30
109.34
127.20

ResDonse Latency
Hean
St. Dev,
759.93
563.26
561.30
621.41
634.96
677.41
1259.41
1021.37
772.96
843.30
800.74
688.96
709.11
1498.63
813.00
675.56
576. 67
587.93
540. 81
555.81
1405. 07
768.19
565.15
648.70
468.89
441.63
516. 59
1196. 81
902.33
576.26
587.52
611.00
579.11
453.96
1104.81
640.11
556.89
494.96
448. 89
388. 81
435.63
1602.85

887.86
455.92
385.95
565.55
588.09
714.99
967.17
1300.75
960.09
1162.53
1093.47
744.53
818.01
1301.77
928.76
689.15
474.03
485.29
487.22
434.13
1424.82
730.55
446.14
574. 24
305.82
183.65
388.73
876.10
1051.76
333.64
473.77
581.18
548.64
331.13
893.66
413.54
322.66
330.81
312. 39
196.90
331.29
1770. 77

<table continues)

Group

Pattern

Block

Movement Tlie
St. Dev,
Hean

random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random

blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
green
green
green
green
green
green
green
red
red
red
red
red
red
red

1
2
3
4
5
6
ret
1
2
3
4
5
6
ret
1
2
3
4
5
6
ret

928.70
875.56
831. 04
810.11
778.26
782.44
808.93
904.63
871.70
810. 37
774.89
758.04
751.89
794.00
882.67
826.89
777.63
745.15
705.15
701.63
756. 52

27.70
32.19
60.82
55.10
28. 76
52.90
61.06
37.15
61.84
63.67
63.64
63.80
68.69
77.56
71.30
16.93
47.62
43.13
35. 46
41.57
74.72

Response Latency
Kean
St. Dev*
748.33
525.74
575.78
623. 33
630.67
526.15
1298.81
834.48
728.74
580.07
666.30
719.81
588. 33
973.52
609.22
397,63
463.67
583.37
657.59
504.59
1111.41

992.94
355.92
559.40
740.73
697.24
521.22
1550.27
1123.81
1015. 84
663.77
820.27
1043.32
700.99
953. 62
522.93
118.48
264.77
727.40
888.12
404.00
1354.13

Table 14
ExDeriment 2s

Cell means and standard deviations
ACE

VE

Group

Speed

Block

Mean

St. Dev.

Mean

blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
hlocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
blocked
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random

fast
fast
fast
f QBt
fast
feat
fast
fast
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
slov
slow
slow
slow
slow
slow
slow
slow
fast
fast
fast
fast
fast
fast
fast
fast
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium

1
2
3
4
5
6
retl
ret2
1
2
3
4
5
6
retl
ret2
1
2
3
4
5
6
retl
ret2
1
2
3
4
5
6
retl
ret2
1
2
3
4
5
6
retl
ret2

111.24
76.20
57.20
35.04
39.31
25.47
65. 73
61.98
89. 71
42.91
29.84
37.33
38.38
30.98
62.78
74.93
71.91
34.67
47.56
41.24
34.36
28.96
77.69
103.00
154.33
79.38
58.62
56.78
37.29
52. 24
61.33
77.04
113.40
40.62
46.89
33.16
42. 36
42.16
68. 29
73.82

125. 59
68.04
40. 51
34.35
42.26
16.41
65.98
39.55
112.17
30.28
20.62
30.64
44.27
24.90
41.04
45.84
57.91
29.21
30.90
33.83
27.26
28.39
54.19
72. 29
175.37
61.67
84.38
62.33
36.54
48.48
52.48
66.37
168. 51
42.54
41.29
17.89
36.23
29.85
43.01
65.00

67.88
32.02
38.74
31.92
27.41
32.90
27.24
29.11
93.10
46.90
44.18
42.33
40.61
34.05
25.28
44.40
81.44
54.94
40. 59
49.65
52.45
42.81
57.16
49.03
122.47
38.32
33.64
29.26
27.64
31.37
32.60
31.22
83.17
45.61
42.62
34.63
44.56
39. 59
38.69
39.98

St. Dev.
69. 30
14.38
32. 83
19.01
20.94
25.40
10.02
17.97
92.96
17.01
23.80
35.72
28.74
24.55
14.88
27.53
67.58
31.39
17.47
26.90
27.62
23.53
22.97
30. 42
84.86
20. 55
20.4a
17.72
22.19
16.67
21.90
17.36
77.79
29.15
25. 30
22.69
28.85
22.94
14.35
18.94

<table continues)
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ACE
Group

Speed

Block

randon
random
random
random
random
randon
random
random

slov
slov
slov
slov
slow
slow
slow
slow

1
2
3
4
5
6
retl
ret2

Hean
77.33
34.33
32.93
51.42
37.07
26.76
65.73
67.64

VE
St.Dev.
133.51
25.99
22.10
37.37
36.40
16.26
62.52
55. 67

Hean
60.03
50.96
41.11
54.56
52.61
41.39
52.96
66. 86

St.Dev
57.94
34.28
30.30
25.43
28.96
26.71
51.24
35.73
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